
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	

Sea and Shore Camp 2019 
Team Skills Schedule 

and 
Class Descriptions 

	
Sea Descriptions 

First Time Swimmers! – If your dog has never launched before, aka taken all four paws off the ground to doggie paddle, then this is the 
class for you.  We will use targets and tons of soft, meaty food to give your dog a new perspective on lifting those paws. 
 
Building Swim Confidence – This class is for the new swimmer.  If your dog has paddled on their own once or twice before then this 
class is for you.  The next step is to increase swim duration while maintaining joy.  We will introduce the tall underwater tables and 
teach our dogs how to swim with their humans safely.  Bring toys to this class so we can see if we have toy joy around water. 
 
Independent Distance Skills– Now you have a great swimmer, time to add some water behaviors.  We will use the under water tables 
and markers to teach our dogs to leave their humans to go to obstacles.  We will spend time in this class talking about reward 
strategies to build distance.  You will need a toy or floating food stuffed toy for this class.  The dog must have a high reinforcement 
history with the object you bring.  It should be a reward article, not a formal water test article. 
 
“Hand on Object” Click Treat! – I have found with my students that if I give the human and dog a visual criteria to teach the give, this 
same criteria can be used for hold.  In my opinion, black and white criteria will lead to a consistent hold.  The title is the class.  We may 
have to start at a different point, but the goal is to get to hand on object. 
 
Hand on Object Part 2 – In this class we will learn how to increase duration to get a solid hold.  We will also work on our pickup, take, 
and carry behaviors.  I will show you how to systematically work on these behaviors using only positive reinforcement techniques. 
 
Handler to Obstacle Focus – We will use a “Get it” game to introduce a mark signal, practice our straight line, reinforce our toy reward 
cue, and practice our recall in the water.  This is a super fun game that can be done on land or in water. 
 
Water Platform for all levels – We will be stationing our dogs on a platform in the water.  We will practice retrieving, bringing articles 
back to platform (not shore), taking articles to platform, and start jump work. 
 
 All things Boat! – Jumping off a boat is only one behavior we can do with the boat.  We can send our dogs to a boat, our dogs can tow 
a boat, and of course our dogs can take a ride on a boat.  It is camp so of course I brought a boat!  No matter your level there is 
something we can do to introduce a boat to you and your dog’s life.  
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Shore Descriptions 
 

Recall Games - This class will build value in attention and motivation, the two most important ingredients to a good recall. We’ll take 
these skills and incorporate them into games to improve your dogs desire to come to you. Speed up your dog’s recalls by learning to 
diagnose where your recall needs improvement. Teach use your auto-check properly, figure out a plan B, use the premack principle, 
and learn to work with naturally-occurring and planned distractions.  Learn how to set your dog up for a successful recall that is fun for 
both of you! 
 
Advanced Dog Tricks - For dogs and handlers that are familiar with shaping and clicker training, this class will show you how to teach 
uber impressive dog tricks, like blowing bubbles, putting toys away, fetching a beer, hula, chin rests and more!  
 
Rally-FrEe and Beginner Dog Tricks - Rally-FrEe is a dog sport where tricks and freestyle moves are performed on a rally-obedience 
style obstacle course. Come train to the music and learn how to teach your dog to spin, go around, weave your legs and take a bow! 
Then put it all together on the course, follow the signs and show off  your heelwork and fancy new moves!  
 
Intro to Parkour - This class will show you how to introduce agility-style training with naturally occurring obstacles you find on your daily 
walk. Parkour will teach you how to enrich your walks and hikes by using natural obstacles found in the environment! Show your dog 
how to go over, under, around, and across every day objects. It’s a great way to challenge your dog’s agility without any special 
equipment! 
 
Fluency Games - After reviewing the skills required, handlers and their dogs make up teams to compete in dog-infused children's 
games. All games are designed to fine-tune and test your dog's basic obedience skills in an amusing, action-packed and encouraging 
atmosphere. It is a great way to keep your dog's obedience fresh and fun. Challenge and improve your dog’s stay, leave it, come, and 
down with games like Tic-Tac-Toe, Recall Relays, Musical Chairs, Leash Relays and more! 
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Agility Descriptions 

 
Let's start agility off right! - This is a foundation class.  Foundation behaviors that will be explored are shaping, impulse control, crate 
games, ladders and perches.  This will be a clicker focused class. 
 
Introduction to agility tunnels, tires, and jumps 
 
Contact foundations - Sherrie is going to start you on the ground with great foundation skills to build good contact behaviors. 
 
Foundation Agility Flat work - Skill building for focus forward, following the handler, and obstacle commitment 
 
Sequencing - In this class you will start to put some of the obstacles together with your foundation skills.  The sequences can be 
adjusted for the skill level of the campers. 
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Scent Descriptions 
Intro to scent work - Nose Work and Scent Work are incredibly popular activities--and it's a great way to engage your dog, build a 
stronger bond, and learn more about your dog's natural (and amazing) olfaction abilities. We will introduce your dog to searching using 
boxes and food, and begin to build independent searching and communication between dog and handler.   
 
Multiple Hides - Learn how to navigate search areas when there is more than a single hide. How do you help your dog move on? 
Should you reward your dog for going back to a known hide?  How can you tell if your dog is working converging odor?  Learn how to 
set up your searches for success and feel confident that you know how to best support your dog when working an environment with 
more than one hide.  
 
Intro to Buried Hides - AKC Scent Work has a division devoted to "simulating the work of a human remains dog, searching for scents 
that have been buried underground"--learn how to help your dog find odor that's been buried at least two inches under ground, without 
disturbing the search area.  
 
Elevated Hides - How on earth can your dog tell you about a hide that's 6 feet over his head? What about 9 feet? What about 20 feet? 
We will have fun introducing your dog to the concept of finding hides that are completely out of reach. Handlers will learn to read their 
dog's body language and learn how to strengthen communication when the hide is unreachable  
 
Exterior Hides - Outdoor searches are exciting--we search in all weather and and in real-life environments. Work with your dog in a 
variety of different locations, learning how to navigate naturally occuring distractions, and how to handle your leash in the least intrusive 
way!  
 
Nighttime Searches - Come have fun searching in the evening. We will let your dog's natural talents lead the way as we listen to our 
dogs search rather than watch them. Searching at night will help build trust, teamwork, and really allow handlers to pay attention by 
listening to their dogs' search. 

 


